VIP READING LTD QUIZZES ©
These are the quickest way for teachers to check understanding, without needing to
know the storyline of hundreds and hundreds of books. Other benefits:



Does not require a device to complete the quiz, just the printed PDF quiz itself.
Helps to see how engaged a child is and their basic understanding of the
storyline.



Quick and fun for a child to complete (these are not tricky reading assessments).



Quick to mark as the QR code holds all the answers.





Enables the teacher to have the confidence that child is reading properly, whilst
also giving the child the recognition they deserve for reading a book.
The Quizzes are stored in their special VIP Reading Journal (record of
achievement).
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Full range of quizzes available
at vipreading.co.uk/join
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The Boy at the Back of the Class
Achieve your VIP star by answering the quiz questions below!
(WARNING - LOVING AND CARING FOR OTHERS IS AWESOMELY AWESOME!)

1

Which books are the main character
and Ahmet’s favourites?

2

Tragically when they were aged 6,
what happened to the main
character’s dad ?

3

Throughout the story, what are
Ahmet’s eyes likened to?

4

Which country are Ahmet and Ms
Hemsi from?

5

Who did Ahmet beat up?

6

Who was the woman that collected
Ahmet every day wearing a red scarf?

7

Who did the children decide to write a
letter to?

8

Who gives the children a free ride?

9

When handing a letter to the guard,
what happened to the main character?

10

At the end of the story, who do we
discover is the main character?
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